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Abstract: Current efforts in science education emphasize the need for students to experience 

science in ways that mirror professional scientists’ practices and dispositions. As uncertainty is 

inherent in science, one important disciplinary disposition is then learning how to wrestle with 

uncertainty and develop a stance of perseverance at the encounter of uncertainty in scientific 

work. We argue that in order to support students in developing a stance of uncertainty in science, 

teachers themselves should be familiar and comfortable with scientific uncertainty. To this end, 

this study examines how four teachers encounter uncertainty and persevere in their work over 

the course of a six-week science research experience. Drawing from interviews and field 

observations, we identify key resources that facilitated teachers’ development of perseverance 

and consider implications for instructional practice. 
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Major issues addressed 
Uncertainty is an inherent part of scientific endeavors. As scientists engage in constructing new knowledge, they 

can only do so by wrestling with uncertainty (Pickering, 1995). From this lens, uncertainty can be understood as 

the aspects of “scientists’ work that [are] non-obvious and contingent, which must be figured out by the scientists 

and negotiated in response to feedback from peers and the material world” (Manz, 2018, p. 288). Indeed, scientists 

grapple with many kinds of uncertainty (Latour, 1987; Pickering, 1995). For example, scientists may experience 

conceptual uncertainty as they develop and flesh out novel explanations or engage in argumentation and critique 

of ideas. They may experience instrumental uncertainty when encountering procedural ambiguity or setbacks in 

using material tools. They may experience analytical uncertainty as they work to interpret data or when 

encountering ambiguous measurements. While not exhaustive, these examples illustrate that scientific uncertainty 

is inextricably bound to the disciplinary work of scientists. It is then important to consider how one learns to 

experience scientific uncertainty as motivating rather than stymying, and in turn, persevere through it. Said 

differently, navigating uncertainty includes not only working to reconsider methods and conceptual 

understandings (Manz & Suarez, 2018), but also learning to attend to and regulate the emotions that emerge within 

such work (Davidson, Jaber, & Southerland, 2020; Jaber & Hammer, 2016a).  

Taken together, these perspectives on uncertainty inform current science education reform efforts (NRC, 

2012) which emphasize the need for students to experience science in ways that allow them to think, behave, act, 

and feel as scientists (Ford, 2008). This entails providing students with opportunities to encounter uncertainty 

(Manz & Suarez, 2018) and develop the perseverance necessary to work through that uncertainty (Davidson et 

al., 2020). We argue that if teachers are to provide students opportunities to grapple with scientific uncertainty, it 

is essential that they also develop comfort with navigating uncertainty. Yet, few teachers have had first-hand 

experiences with uncertainty in scientific work. One context that may afford such experiences is that of Research 

Experiences for Teachers (RET) programs. RET programs are professional development experiences housed 

within national laboratories and universities, wherein K-12 teachers are immersed in extensive scientific research 

through shoulder-to-shoulder work with scientists (SRI International, 2007). RET programs may be fertile 

contexts for teachers to learn to persevere through uncertainty, thus this study asks the following questions:   

1. In what ways do teachers describe and reflect on their experiences of scientific uncertainty in the context 

of a scientific research experience? 

2. What are the resources that teachers refer to as productive to their development of perseverance in science 

as they reflect on these experiences? 

Significance of the work 
While professional scientists have sustained opportunities to develop perseverance through encounters with 

uncertainty over the long-term of their careers, K-12 teachers—and students—likely require carefully designed 

opportunities to develop such perseverance. By investigating teacher learning in the context of a carefully 
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 designed RET program, this study promises to a) contribute new insights with respect to the resources that learners 

recruit to navigate emotions and develop perseverance when encountering uncertainty; and b) consider the ways 

in which particular resources may be useful starting points for supporting K-12 students’ experiences with 

uncertainty in the classroom. Additionally, given that uncertainty—scientific or otherwise—is fundamental to the 

human experience more broadly (Anderson et al., 2019), the insights garnered from this study have far-reaching 

implications for theorizing about learning and for designing for productive encounters with uncertainty.  

Methodological approach 
This study takes a naturalistic approach (Rossman & Rallis, 2012) to examine teachers’ encounters with scientific 

uncertainty and development of perseverance during a summer research experience at a national laboratory in the 

southeastern United States. Through field observations and interviews, this study aims to capture teachers’ 

experiences with uncertainty and the resources involved in developing their perseverance in light of uncertainty.  

Research context  
The study focuses on participants in a six-week paid residential summer RET program situated at The Lab—an 

interdisciplinary science facility with over 600 scientific faculty and staff from applied physics, materials science, 

and engineering fields. The Lab is made up of smaller lab groups comprised of research scientists, technicians, 

postdocs, graduate students, and occasionally undergraduate students. The RET is designed to provide K-12 

teachers with opportunities to participate in cutting edge research with the hope that these experiences will 

influence their classroom instruction (Davidson & Hughes, 2018). Teachers’ genuine participation in scientific 

research is a core tenet of the RET program at the Lab. For this, teachers are paired, and each pair is assigned to 

a mentor scientist with whom they work closely for the duration of the program. As part of their active and ongoing 

participation in the research work, the teachers are given explicit roles and responsibilities (i.e. preparing samples 

for experimental trials, running experiments and collecting data, assisting with lab reports).  

Study participants 
This study is part of a larger project focused on elementary teachers’ disciplinary engagement in science. As such, 

purposeful criterion sampling was applied to select four elementary teachers (from a cohort of ten K-12 teachers) 

as the focal participants for this study: Ava, Carrie, Lynette, and Miranda. The four participants taught in K-5 

classrooms, had varying levels of teaching experience, and expressed an interest in science teaching and learning.  

Data sources and analysis 
Data sources include five semi-structured and multiple informal interviews, field memos, and audio-recordings 

for over 30 hours of naturalistic laboratory observations for each participant. The interview transcripts serve as 

the primary data source with other data serving as secondary sources for triangulation. The semi-structured 

interviews, conducted over the duration of the RET, focused on the content of the research work; the teachers’ 

relationships with their mentor scientist, cohort partner, and others at the Lab; their understandings about the 

discipline of science; and their feelings and experiences in doing research. In addition, multiple informal 

interviews occurred throughout the program as ‘check ins’ with participants about their experiences.  

Each interview set was batched by participant and read in chronological order, starting with the earliest 

interview. Taking a constructivist grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2008), the data sets were examined for 

moments in which participants discussed encounters with uncertainty. For the first research question, we attended 

to the type of uncertainty prevalent in these moments, drawing from definitions of uncertainty from Buck et al. 

(2014) and Manz (2018). We also paid attention to the context within which uncertainty emerged and the emotions 

that participants brought up in relation to each moment. To answer the second research question, we examined 

the interview transcripts again for whether and how participants reflected on their perseverance in light of 

uncertainty. When participants referenced perseverance, the transcripts were examined for specific resources that 

may have supported the development of such stance. We then identified themes that depict the resources that 

participants drew upon to develop perseverance and to embrace uncertainty as part and parcel of science.  

Findings, conclusions, and implications 
The study findings suggest that engaging with research at the Lab afforded participating teachers with firsthand 

opportunities to grapple with various kinds of scientific uncertainty. Each teacher described strong emotional 

responses—typically feelings of frustration and anxiety—associated with such encounters. In spite of these 

negative valence emotions, all teachers developed a stance of perseverance that was linked to specific resources. 
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 Research question 1: Teachers’ encounters with uncertainty  
The teachers described twenty-three separate encounters with scientific uncertainty over the course of their six-

week research experience. Across all four cases, the participants primarily described grappling with conceptual 

uncertainty—difficulty explaining particular scientific ideas—and instrumental uncertainty—difficulties arising 

from working with physical equipment (Buck et al., 2014). As an example, Ava reflected on a particularly vexing 

experience with instrumental uncertainty as she and her lab mates, Carrie—a peer teacher—and Kevin—a 

graduate student lab member—repeatedly tried to create a single composite image file from many smaller files 

using unfamiliar computer software and a handout that their mentor scientist, Dr. Ji, had given them: 

 

We kept looking at [the handout] Dr. Ji had given us and every time—every single time—it just 

wouldn’t work. One [of us] would say, ‘did you try this?’—Yes—‘what about this button?’—

Yes—everything. I think we tried everything! And we couldn’t make it work. We couldn’t. 

Carrie would try and then Kevin would say, ‘No, no! I’ll try’ and then he’d stop and I’d try—it 

was crazy. We had to take a break even, we had to walk away. (Interview 3) 

 

When reflecting on their encounters with uncertainty, almost all participants expressed an emotional stance of 

frustration, anxiety, and feelings of discomfort. However, all four teachers described ways in which their 

frustrations were mitigated, normalized, and transformed to a stance of perseverance. As Ava noted after 

describing the composite image problem: “It was really frustrating! I could not believe how hard we had to think 

to do something so simple—well, it’s not simple! We didn’t know how to do it! But you have to practice and try 

and try and try, you have to see it as a challenge” (Interview 3). While she acknowledged her frustration, she also 

noted the importance of framing this encounter with uncertainty as “a challenge” along with noting the necessity 

of continuing to “try and try and try”, a stance reflective of her emergent perseverance.  

Research question 2: Key resources in teachers’ development of perseverance  
There were two prevalent resources that all four participants referenced as being most productive for developing 

perseverance in light of scientific uncertainty: Support from mentor scientists and peers.  

Mentor scientists: Normalizers of uncertainty 
Across all participants, the resource most often referred to was mentor scientists who were described as a source 

of help and comfort when encountering uncertainty. In each encounter, mentor scientists made explicit moves to 

normalize uncertainty. Ava noted across multiple interviews how “patient” her mentor scientist was. Reflecting 

on an instance when a scheduled power outage caused an experimental trial run to go awry, she noted:  

 

I felt really frustrated and upset when the furnace must have shut down during our 

[experimental] trial run, --like what do we do? How can we fix this and run it again? But [my 

mentor scientist]  was like ‘No no no, don’t worry.  This happens. This is part of it--part of, you 

know, science.’  He didn’t make me feel bad, but [rather] it’s just part of science. (Interview 4) 

 

Efforts to normalize scientific uncertainty on the part of the mentor scientists tended to emphasize forward 

movement—(e.g. acknowledging the difficulty but stressing that one must keep going)—a sentiment that aligns 

with perseverance. The mentor scientist’s moves to support Ava by normalizing uncertainty and offering 

consolation (see above) exemplify similar moves made by other mentor scientists who, particularly in light of 

instrumental uncertainty, were quick to reassure the teachers that such encounters were “part of science”.  

Cohort peers and junior lab members: Commiseration in frustration 
Another key resource in supporting all four teachers’ development of perseverance was that of their RET cohort 

peers, as well as members of their lab groups who were not their mentor scientist. These more junior lab members 

typically included undergraduate and graduate students whose research was related to the work of their mentor 

scientist. We choose to present RET cohort peers and junior lab members as a single key resource in teachers’ 

development of perseverance because of the comparable role they played in affirming and commiserating with 

our teachers’ experiences of frustration and anxiety in light of uncertainty. Each of the four teachers in this study 

were able to articulate moments in which conversations with others served to reassure them that they were not the 

only ones experiencing frustration and anxiety, and that such feelings were warranted and reasonable responses 

for the moment. Having their feelings heard, acknowledged, and identified with by those in similar positions as 

themselves often served to motivate the teachers to persevere through the encounter with uncertainty, even if these 

commiserations did not necessarily eliminate teachers’ frustration.  
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 Conclusions and implications 
Throughout the RET program, the four teachers encountered scientific uncertainty multiple times, experienced 

frustration in response to uncertainty, and developed a stance of perseverance over the course of the program. 

Developing perseverance in light of uncertainty, we have shown, was facilitated by interactions with mentor 

scientists and peers. This finding underscores the essential nature of social interactions as a core feature of 

productive scientific research experiences (Southerland et al., 2016). The roles of these two key actors (mentor 

scientists and peers) served different functions. Mentor scientists made moves that attempted to quell teachers’ 

anxieties around uncertainty, as well as to normalize uncertainty as a natural part of scientific pursuits. Interactions 

with peers afforded teachers opportunities to identify and empathize with one another around their encounters 

with uncertainty and their related feelings of frustration. In tandem with this, having firsthand experiences with 

science and having commiserate peers allowed these teachers to begin to normalize and embrace the emotions 

inherent in scientific work (Davidson et al., 2020).  

 Teachers of science who have wrestled with scientific uncertainty and have been supported to develop a 

stance of perseverance may be well positioned to support their own students to productively navigate encounters 

with uncertainty—and corresponding feelings of frustration—in the science classroom. As the field continues to 

examine ways to incorporate scientific uncertainty into students’ learning experiences (Manz & Suarez, 2018), 

we argue that both teachers and their students should have opportunity to feel as scientists do in relation to 

uncertainty and to be afforded opportunities to navigate their emotions in order to persevere in science.   
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